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The Trilogy workstation has a 10
year warranty and 10 year supply
guarantee. It is recognized for its
durability and adaptability.The
workstation comes in a
back-to-back configuraiton or free
standing options in either H-frame
or C-leg.The Trilogy leg system is
available in fixed height, technician
adjust, user adjust or electric sit to
stand adjust options. It also has
ducting and non ducting cable
reticulation options. 

TRILOGY 

GENERAL

Origin Lead Time 

Australia  4 weeks 

DIMENSIONS

Height Width Depth

Various Various Various

SPECIFICATIONS

Australian Made

10 year warranty

10 year supply guarantee

AFRDI approved when using 55mm

screen only

25, 30 and 55mm Thick ducted or Non

ducted screen systems

Post configuration to allow for 90 and

120 degree angle desks

Seamless adaptability for add ons and

re-configuration

Trilogy screen top mullion acts as a

function rail and can cater for all

accessory options. Eliminating the

requirement of a layered function wall
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OPTIONS

Desk-top options: Straight, L shape, 90

degree or 120 degrees

Screen options: Fabric, perforated 
metal,

laminate, timber veneer, glass. Angled &

custom screen option in 55 or 30mm.

Powder coated in standard Dulux

colours

Cable management options: cable

segregation, mid/modesty or base

ducting with power blades or power

poles, umbilical & cable tray reticulation

options. The cabling is concealed for a

clean appearance with a supplied

service plate to mount GPO outlets and

data outlets.

Leg options: H frame back-to-back

configuration and free standing C-Leg

Sit to stand options: Fixed height, user

adjust or electric sit to stand.

This workstation system is easily
reconfigured for expansion and is
available in a 55mm screen as
standard rendering it AFRDI
approved or otherwise an optional
30mm screen. The screen allows
for versatility and flexibility. It can
incorporate numerous elements
from typical fabric screens to
perforated metal, glass, acoustics
elements, perspex and melamine. 
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The workstation is available in a 
variety of configurations allowing 
for straight, 90 and 120 degree 
angle desks
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CONFIGURATIONS

Configurations include straight, 90 and 
120 degree

Seamless adaptability for add ons and 
re-configuration

Custom sizes available

600-900

1200-
1800

600-900

1200-2400

SIZES

CONFIGURATIONS

600-900 600-900

1200-2400
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A range of accessories are 
avaialble with out range of framed 
screens including: A4 portrait or 
landscape tray, wire shelf bracket 
with metal or melamine shelf, 
non-perforated metal shelf, coat 
hook, vertical tray, disc box & 
pencil tray. Accessory rails can be 
incorporated into the screen itself 
for added flexibilty.

A4 Portrait Tray A4 Landscape Tray

Vertical TrayDisc Box Pencil Tray

Wire Shelf Bracket

Non-perforated Metal Shelf

Spiral File RackCoat Hook

A4 Multi Tray & Bowl

ACCESSORIES

Accessories compatible with framed 
screens include:

Wire Shelves

Metal Shelves

Paper Trays

Coat Hooks

Pencil Trays

Vertical and Spiral Racks

Accessory choice will vary based on screen choice
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TRILOGY

SCREENS

ACOUSTIC SCREEN
Available in 12 or 24mm thickness in various colours. Typically utilising 
Autex Cube range which can be put through a water-jet process to 
enable us to profile various shapes & sizes. Variety of desk mounting 
options available.

WRAP SCREEN
30mm thick fully upholstered frameless screen. Profiled to suit various 
shapes & sizes manufactured using a pinable substrate. Variety of desk 
mounting options available.

 

T55
55mm thick framed screen system. Finishes include upholstered fabric 
panels, glass, Perspex, Echo Panel / Cube, laminate & timber veneer 
with powder coated aluminium extruded frame.

Accessories include screen hung shelves, paper - pencil trays, name 
plates & accessory rail. T55 can also reticulate soft wiring & data through 
its segregated duct with the ability to mount GPO & Data outlets

T30
30mm thick framed screen system. Finishes include upholstered fabric 
panels, glass, Perspex, Echo Panel / Cube, laminate & timber veneer 
with powder coated aluminium extruded frame.

Accessories include  paper - pencil trays, name plates & accessory rail.

A range of screens are available 
to suit the workstation helping to 
prevent interuptions and asssit in 
lowering noise levels.

Screen options include: 25, 
30 and 55mm Thick ducted or 
Non Ducted, Acoustic & Fabric 
Wrapped.

Paired with a 55m Screen gives 
Trilogy an AFRDI rating


